THE 5 STAR FORTINA RESORT & SPA MALTA HOTEL - ROOM TYPES AND IMAGES
Rooms at the Fortina Resort & Spa have an excellent finish and guests can enjoy the following rooms with garden
views or sea views facing Malta's capital city, Valletta
Tower Garden or Sea View Rooms are roughly 35sqm bedrooms offering either views of the hotel's tropical garden and
pool area or sea views facing Malta's Capital City, Valletta.
Wellness Rooms help provide it’s guests with a better night’s sleep enabling deep relaxation and helping guests get
back into the earth’s natural rhythms by controlling temperature and gently detoxifing the body. To complete the
health benefits living water, shower systems, and mountain fresh ionised air purifiers are provided in the rooms.
Therapeutic Spa Rooms are state-of-the art 50sqm rooms overlooking the hotel's garden, pool area or the
Mediterranean sea overlooking Valletta, that offer Spa treatments in the privacy of the room. All spa bedrooms have
large balconies with sun beds. Guests in spa bedrooms may book (at an extra charge) an optional private roof garden
and concentrated sea water swimming pool (floatation pool) which offers underwater massage barbecue, shower and
sunbeds. In room treatments offered are:- Therapeutic bath with up to seven different programs; seaweed, salt and
essential oils, steam showers with a high pressure massage shower for two persons, which includes a steam sauna,
dráinage, aroma therapy unit, seaweed and mud treatments. (Algo, mud and other products are available to
compliment treatments).A body detoxification therapy using the most up to date technology. Hydrofusion therapy
amalgamates steam with a vibrating massage and Far Infra Red rays with the option of including essential oils. This
treatment is ideal to detoxify the body and expel toxins, heavy metals, uric acid, cholesterol, fat-soluble toxins,
sulphuric acid, sodium and ammonia. All other modern hotel ameneties are availble in these rooms.
Honeymoon Suites are state-of-the art 100sqm bedrooms that overlook the hotel’s tropical garden and pool area and
offer you the same Spa treatments as the Therapeutivc Spa bedrooms in the privacy of your room.
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